EDITORIAL
National Health Insurance Bill: Is it implementable in its current form?
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e. Passing back savings: With the implementation of the NHI,
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provider. Currently, that is not the case, as these savings are

was on the financial implications for the users of the healthcare

taken over by the schemes and administrators instead of

service. According to the 2017 NHI White Paper, NHI will cost
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article identified six important issues on how the NHI will affect
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total, according to the health minister.2

South Africans to belong to the NHI. How this will be achieved

f. No penalties for late joining or age: This particular point

considering the realities of a failing public healthcare system

emerges from the second bill that the Health Minister
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announced, that is, the Medical Schemes Amendment Bill. The

b. Income cross-subsidisation: The health financing system

latter deals with the cancellation of membership, and waiting
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all South Africans. This means that the rich must subsidise the

When the NHI comes into law, there will be no penalty related

poor, while the young must subsidise the old and the healthy

to late joining or age. This provision will protect the interests
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c. Abolishment of co-payments: This sounds like a laudable

Judging from the above, there are critical issues that all

and positive move as the current scenario shows that medical

stakeholders have to engage on in a constructive manner while

aid schemes pay a portion of medical care and the scheme

the NHI bill is undergoing discussions for inputs before its
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finalisation as the NHI Act. The inputs by doctors, allied health

implication of the abolishment of co-payments means

providers, nurses, etc are critical as the medical aid schemes are

“every cent charged to the patient must be settled fully by

already in the strategy implementation mode on how to remain

the scheme and the patient should not be burdened with

relevant following the NHI implementation. It appears as a big

having to pay,” Motsoaledi explained. The latter will change

threat to the ‘status quo’ and it will challenge the bottom line of

the landscape of medical aid schemes and professional care

the private healthcare industry. With an ailing public healthcare
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system, the critical question to ask is – “Is the NHI implementable

Prof. Gboyega A Ogunbanjo

in its current form considering the poor economic state of the

Editor-in-chief: SAFPJ

country?” I encourage readers to download the NHI bill, read
it and then engage in various forums on its implementation.
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any substantial input at that stage. Let us be proactive in our
submissions to the national department of health that may
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subsequently influence the NHI Act. We should not play the
role of the proverbial ‘ostrich’ that sticks its head in the sand as if
nothing is happening around it.
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